Comparison of aperiodic stochastic resonance in a bistable system realized by adding noise and by tuning system parameters.
Two methods of realizing aperiodic stochastic resonance (ASR) by adding noise and tuning system parameters in a bistable system, after a scale transformation, can be compared in a real parameter space. In this space, the resonance point of ASR via adding noise denotes the extremum of a line segment, whereas the method of tuning system parameters presents the extrema of a parameter plane. We demonstrate that, in terms of the system performance, the method of tuning system parameters takes the precedence of the approach of adding noise for an adjustable bistable system. Besides, adding noise can be viewed as a specific case of tuning system parameters. Further research shows that the optimal system found by tuning system parameters may be subthreshold or suprathreshold, and the conventional ASR effects might not occur in some suprathreshold optimal systems.